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Retinal complications show an incidence, twice as high with cases
without pulsation as with those pulsating.

Spontaneous venous pulsation disappears in, 10 per cent. of the
cases if the patient is laying down, and is of intermittent character
in 18 per cent.

Spontaneous venous pulsation disappears if the bulb of the eye is
massaged.
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ANNOTATIONS

Moorfields, Westminster and Central Eye Hospital and
The Ophthalmic Institute (University of London)

The amalgamation of these three hospitals marks the beginning of
a new era in the (levelopment of hospital services for eye disease in
London. Implicit in this development lies the certainty of greatly
improving the teaching and training of ophthalmologists and also
the possibility of intensive research into the many unsolved problems
of ophthalmology.

More than twenty years ago a scheme for the amalgamation of
Moorfields and the Central Eye Hospital was discussed. Some of
the preliminary work was done but the scheme failed because it was
not thought possible to raise the necessarily large amount of money
that' would have been required to construct an entirely new hospital
with the facilities and equipment then envisaged; This was all the
more. regrettable as at that time a vacant site adjacent to the Central
was available which would have been amply large enough for the
projected hospital and still leave space over for such development as
the future might require.
Once this scheme was abandoned Moorfields proceeded to

reconstruct itself on the verv cramped site and the Central-then in
a completely new building-just carried on. But in reality neither
hospital was quite happy. Moorfields remained cramped and the
Central soon found that its new building was not adequate to
accommodate the new types of apparatus and the new departments
which the developments of the science and practice of ophthalmology
made necessary. One has only to mention such things as the slit-
lamp, orthoptics, light and X-ray treatment 'to show what expansion
was necessary. A further problem was the training of ophthal-
mologists. Post-graduate teaching of ophthalmology became an
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urgent matter with the institution of th D.O.M.S. and the necessity
to accommodate a large number of students added to the congestion.
That was the position up to the beginning of the war of 1939/45.
During the vyar it was realised that extensive changes would have to
be made if post-war requirements were to be adequately met.. In
addition to 4all this it had long been felt that there' should,be a
resea'rch institute for ophthalmology with all the requisite laboratories
and equipment.
The termination of the war brought a great increase in the number

of students an.d with the conditions prevailing on the continent of
Europe it is to-be anticipated that their number may increase still
further, while the much reduced working hours of the nursing staff
added to the difficu'lties in running the hospitals.
Then came the new Health Act. The- Government found itself

faced with an inadequate number of ophthalmologists to provide the
services for which it had made itself responsible. The result of all
this was that Moorfields and the Central agreed to amalgamate and
to pool their resources and the University of London u.ndertook the
establishment of a teaching institute as part of its general Post-
graduate work.

At this stage the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital decided
to join the new amalgamation and in pursuance of these objectives
an Act of Parliament was" obtained which became operative on
January 1st, 1947, establishing the new hospital under the somewhat
clumsy appellation which heads this note.

At the present moment the intention is to transfer the hospital
services-in-patient and out.-patient-of the Central to the other two

- branches of the combined hospital and to transfer the main laboratory
and teaching facilities (pathology, bacteriology, lecture rooms,
museums, libraries, etc.), from the other two to the Central which will
beco me one of the constituent institutes of the Post-graduate Federa-
tion of the University of London. On the one hand this will centralize
the routine clinical work in two buildings instead of three without
the' loss of beds or clinical facilities, and on the other it will free the

. building of the Central for systematic teaching and- research. In
thi-s way it is hoped to improve the .post-graduate teaching of
ophthalmology in London and to start a central research institute.
which it is hoped may be not without influence on the progress and
develbpment of our subject. Nor is it the intention that develop
ment stops at this stage. Neither Moorfields nor the Westminster
is an ideal building for the -moder'p practice of ophthalmology; the
Central is not structurally designed for an institute of teaching and
research. Moreover two separate hospitals, although intimately
associated, and a research institute' geographically divorced -from'
them cannot be considered adequate as a. permanent policy. The
present arrangement is therefore' accepted' as the best that can be
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accomplished in the immediate future; but the long-term plan when
facilities are available is to build a new eye hospital and institute in
the University area in close asgociation with University College
Hospital-which it is hoped will serve as a general hospital-and
University College with its Department of Medical Sciences and its
scientific laboratories.

On Eye Shades

We confess that we have always classed the eye shade and the
eye bath as household domestic appliances. We would not wish to
imply that either is the domestic remedy, for in Victorian times this
term nearly always denoted the brandy bottle; and we have known
the case of a rigid and semi-fainting teetotaller immediately recover
when it was suggested in all kindness that she should have " a little
drop of brandy."

But if an eye has to be irrigated, an undine, or if none be available,
a small tea-pot, is a much better appliance to use than an eye bath;
so in most instances we consider a pair of goggles or a pad and
bandage to be preferred to an eye shade.
The simplest form of the latter is a D-shaped piece of stiff paper

provided with string or tapes to fix round the head. The flesh
coloured variety, made of celluloid, one buys at the chemist, deceives
nobody and is a potential source of danger. We recall the case of
an elderly gentleman who was wearing one and stopped to light a
cigarette in the street. His shade caught fire and a nasty super-
ficial burn was the result. Those shades made of black plaited straw
seem to us safer and on the whole less unsightly.

There is one state of affairs when an eye shade is a most useful
adjunct and that is in diplopia. We cannot speak from personal
experience in this instance for we have never suffered from this
disability, but if we ever do we shall make a shade out of the best
material available at short notice.
When a patient wearing a shade comes up to the desk at which

you are seeing out-patients there is no knowing what it may
conceal. Arpything, from a stye to a severe burn or wound of the
eye-ball may be hidden by it, or even an empty socket. It is
surprising how often, when the shade is removed, the condition it
has concealed from view turns out to be some extremely mild affair,
such as a stye. But for ourselves we have to admit that we always
experienced a queer feeling of doubt (or shall we say apprehension ?)
that we never experienced with an open eye, however inflamed it
might be. The dread of the unknown is always in excess of the
reality.
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